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INSPECTION REPORT

Date of Inspection: Oct 20, 2023 Inspection Result: FAILED

Permit Number: PRFUP20231150

Property Address: 4010 10TH ST SE, PUYALLUP, WA 98374; 

Contractor: FRUITLAND MUTUAL WATER PO BOX 73759   PUYALLUP, WA  98373-

0759 

To construct: Installing new water service for Copperberry Condominiums. 

On this day we have inspected your construction for Comment Engineering Div Inspection and we 

find the following result of the inspection.  If there are any questions, please contact the inspector 

below.

Comments: Drive by. Noticed that there was a kiddy pool on the sidewalk just south of the concrete 

work that was completed yesterday. The kiddy pool was used for a concrete wash out area.

- The water needs to be vaced out prior to moving.

- The water is close to overflow if it rains.

- DO NOT dump the water down the gutter line! It is hot!

- After vacing out the water move the pool to the job site.

Corrections:

1 1. Okay to "T" patch with 1-2' over cut on both sides (north and south) of ditch line entire 

length (east and west) on 10th.

2. G&O east side of 10th 1/2 lane 18' wide (9' from center of ditch each way). GC will take care 

of 1/2 street G&O across frontage on west side of 10th.

3. Remove and replace 8-10 LF of cracked sidewalk on east side of 10th. (Areas marked in 

white)

4. Remove and replace 24-30 LF of lifted, chipped, and cracked C&G on east side of 10th. 

(Areas marked in white)

5. Pour back what was removed for water main installation.

6. Dress up landscape as necessary to restore sidewalk on east side of 10th.

Note: Patch for ditch line may not be same day as G&O!

Note: No exception for added chips, cracks, or lifting of existing concrete.
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Sincerely,

Jason Little

Engineering Tech IV

JLittle@PuyallupWA.gov

(253) 435-3636




